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Rita bennett movies

Share source comments This page has a disambiguation page here. Rita (Bennett/Morgan: Dexter's Girlfriend/Wife Season OneSeason TwoSeason FourSeason FourSeason Five The Getaway (Physical)My Bad (Flashbacks, Corpus Christi) Rita Ann Morgan (née Brandon)Rita Bennett (2nd marriage)
Rita Ackerman (1st marriage) Killed by Arthur Mitchell John Alan Ackerman (divorced)Paul Bennett (divorced)Dexter Morgan Rita Bennett's house Real estate agent Rita Bennett (later Rita Morgan) is a character in the Showtime series DEXTER She had two children, Astor and Cody, when she met
Dexter and later, after marrying Dexter, gave birth to a third child named Harrison. Personality Rita was a loving mother who had previously been in an abusive marriage to Paul Bennett. Due to her violent past, Rita initially avoided sex with Dexter. This was one of the reasons he saw her again and again
when he saw himself as emotionally distant from humanity and thought that if Rita came too close to him, she would feel his darkness. Dexter felt that Rita was a perfect friend because she was as damaged as he was in her own way. Rita wasn't even aware that Dexter was a serial killer, and she was
glad he was great with her children. Rita began to develop more confidence in herself, along with a growing sexual attraction to Dexter. Rita, though she didn't like violence, had season tickets for the Florida Panthers, and her favorite sport was hockey. [1] At first, Rita tended to be naively aware of
Dexter's mistake. Later, a complicated situation with Lila West (in which Rita and Dexter separated and later reconciled) changed the basic nature of their relationship. While Rita had previously paid for his long absences and flimsy cover stories, she began to pick up Dexter's lies and question his erratic
behavior. After marrying for about six months, they entered marriage counseling when she learned that he had secretly kept his home. For a while, she was moody and slightly annoyed and felt that he had violated her trust. Early Life Rita Bennett was born Rita Ann Brandon in Ashley, Michigan, on April
19, 1973 (approximate date) as mother Gail Marie Brandon and an unknown father (possibly deceased). Not much of her early life was known, although it was revealed by a marriage certificate from the age of sixteen that she lived at 321 Elmview Lane in Ashley, MI 48806. Her then husband was John
Alan Ackerman, a 21-year-old mechanic whom she married on August 16, 1989. On January 6, 1990, they divorced (as Dexter felt, due to a teen romance). Rita then moved to Miami. In Circle of Friends, Rita Dexter said Paul owned her house before she met him. History Rita married Paul Bennett after
she became pregnant with They later had a son, Cody. Marriage would prove unhealthy, which would lead to paul abusing her and having to deal with his drug addiction. After a domestic disturbance call, Paul was arrested by Debra Morgan, prompting Debra to get Rita on a date with Dexter. Their first
date was awkward for both of them. Rita had just escaped a dangerous relationship and Dexter happened to be a serial killer (although this was not revealed to her). Dexter used this date as an opportunity to see his next target, Marcetti. When Marcetti got up to leave, Dexter followed. To be polite, he
paid for dinner and said he was sick and it was a pleasure to meet her. Rita called Dexter later that night as he threw Marcetti's body parts into the ocean. She asked how he felt and told him about her two children and domestic problems, but he said debra had already told him. Rita noticed that he
seemed to know everything about her, and Dexter replied that he wanted to know more. He suggested that they would reunite at some point, and Rita liked the idea. Dexter's bond with Rita and Rita's devotion to Dexter continued to grow until they finally got married. This was shortened when Rita was
murdered by Arthur Mitchell aka Trinity Killer, as punishment for Dexter's constant persecution of him - and to remind dexter that he can never escape his demons. Season one Rita and her children Rita were portrayed as a loving mother of two who slowly recovered from the abuse by her (possibly) ex-
husband Paul. Dexter's original reason for continuing the work on Rita was to preserve his cover, which seemed normal. Dexter said he chose Rita because she was as damaged as he was. The fact that she avoided sex benefited Dexter because he felt it would reveal his darkness if he got too close.
Eventually, their relationship was ended and they remained intimate. Rita always remained innocently ignorant of how he really spent his free time. Dexter, however, made a few weak remarks about it. On their first date, he half jokingly said he was an axe killer. At another point, he told Rita that he had a
dark side but had not hurt innocent people. Rita was just amused by his comments. Rita stood up to Paul and demanded that he sign the divorce papers, which he refused during his imprisonment. To convince Paul, she offered him weekly visits. At first Paul tried to intimidate her, but then agreed to sign
her after she did not resign. One night Paul came into the house drunk, and reluctantly let him in. He started abusing her and wrestled her to the bed. Rita managed to escape by knocking him out with a baseball bat. Paul then sued Rita for custody of the children. Dexter, fed up with the situation, took
matters into his own hands. He knocked Paul out a frying pan and took him to his motel room. Dexter injected Paul with heroin and notified the police. Paul was then returned to prison unaware of what had happened. After thinking about it, Paul pleaded with Rita not to let Dexter near her children,
claiming that Dexter framed him. Rita did not believe Paul and brushed him off. Later, however, she found Paul's shoe outside her house - exactly where he said it would be when Dexter knocked him out. Season two Rita asks Dexter about Paul's shoe. After discovering what Dexter set up paul, she
suspected that Dexter had the drugs he had injected Paul with. Dexter allowed her to think he was a heroin addict because it was better than admitting that he was a serial killer. Rita forced Dexter into Narcotics Anonymous by threatening to leave him when he reluctantly spoke out. While Dexter was
working through the program, Rita (mistakenly) suspected that he was having an affair with his sponsor Lila and separated from him. In fear, Dexter turned to Lila, and they actually had sex in the end. Previously, it had been (at least for his part) a Platonic relationship. When Rita tried to reconcile with
Dexter, she learned that his relationship with Lila had become a sexual one. Grief ache, Rita made her break official, although her children were still trying to maintain a relationship with Dexter. After Dexter lied to Lila about the work too late (he had gone to kill Jimenez), Lila broke into Rita's house for
fear that they had rekindled their relationship. Annoyed that Lila had done this, Dexter separated from her and told her to stay away from him and Rita. The next day, Dexter apologized to Rita for his infidelity and said purple was one of his biggest mistakes. Later, Rita called Dexter and explained that she
had feelings for him. Dexter's separation from Lila, his caring behavior with Rita and her children, and his sincere regret about the things he had done convinced Rita to date him again. In the last episode, their relationship was back on solid ground. Season three Dexter and Rita's wedding Rita enjoyed
her relationship with Dexter once again when she unexpectedly discovered she was pregnant with his baby (later revealed to be a boy). Feeling that keeping the baby as a single randalate was one of her few accomplishments, Rita decided to keep the baby and left Dexter's role in the child's life entirely to
him. After much deliberation, Dexter decides, with the help of Debra (and a subsequent blow from her), along with a close call with death, that he is there for his son Would. Rita eventually accepted Dexter's marriage proposal after repeating the lines he heard from an obsessive stalker. Meanwhile, Rita
was fired from her job at the Z Hotel when she was rude to an obnoxious customer. Later, her friend Sylvia Prado, a wealthy real estate agent, introduced Rita as In the finale, Dexter discovered that Rita was briefly married at the age of sixteen, which she never told him. She also lied directly when he
subtly asked her about it. After some deliberation, he decided to keep Rita's secrets, as he would keep his own. Season Four Rita - murdered by Trinity After the baby (named after Dexter's father) was born, Rita and Dexter moved into a house in the suburbs. Rita soon noticed a pattern of lies from
Dexter, including lying about the concussion he suffered in a car accident, how serious the accident was, and the fact that he kept his old apartment. Rita and Dexter then went to a marriage counselor who solved their problems. Another problem, however, occurred when her neighbor, Elliot Larson, began
to fall for Rita. On Thanksgiving Day, Elliot kissed Rita and pointed out that Dexter was never at home. Although Rita initially kissed him back, she quickly ended it before moving on. Rita revealed the kiss to Dexter, but it worried her that he didn't seem to care that she almost cheated on him. Soon after,
Rita was looking forward to watching Dexter beat Elliot over it. In the finale, while Dexter was watching The Trinity Killer, he swerved another car. Dexter was arrested after an argument with the driver of the damaged car. Rita picked up Dexter from the police station and apologized for losing control of the
situation. Rita told Dexter that he was an integral part of her family and that she would be crushed if he left. Dexter discussed his demons, but she assured him that all the demons he had could be defeated. Dexter asked Rita to go on her honeymoon early, and she agreed. Later, after Dexter murdered
Trinity, he returned home to find a voicemail from Rita. She said she returned home to collect her forgotten ID and would take a later flight. Dexter called Rita's phone and was surprised when it rang out from her purse on the table. Then he heard his son Harrison crying and found the baby sitting in a pool
of blood and Rita's lifeless body lying in a blood-filled bathtub. It was the last murder of the Trinity murderer. Dexter seemed devastated by her death. He flashed back to his own childhood trauma before taking Harrison up and leading him away, just as Harry did with Dexter. Dexter: The game Rita during
the game Rita makes a small appearance in Dexter: The Game. She goes to the Crab Festival with Dexter after Dexter finishes with Jamie Jaworski. After attending the festival with Dexter, the latter interrupts her date to focus on a new victim of The Ice Truck Killer which seems to be near the festival. In
the novels main article: Rita Morgan (novels/comics) Notes Rita's marriage certificate to John Alan Ackerman Rita's divorce petition against the first husband, John Ackerman Dexter was Rita's third husband, with John Alan Alan her first and Paul Bennett her second. Rita's marriage certificate (shown in
Do You Take Dexter Morgan?) to John Alan Ackerman has several errors regarding the date. The certificate claims that she was born on April 19, 1989... Which would be impossible for several reasons: She would have been nearly four months old at the time of her marriage to Ackerman, which is illegal
in any state and would contradict the story that she was married at sixteen. She would not be until 2009 (the year of the birth of her son Harrison) in 2009, which would make Dexter a decade older than her, and with her children almost ten and twelve years old, another virtual impossibility (since it seemed
that Rita gave birth to Astor and Cody at the ages of eight and ten). In addition to Rita's false birth year, her husband John Alan Ackerman also gets a wrong year. He is said to have been born on July 25, 1984, which would make him only five years old at the time of his marriage to Rita, who was almost
four months old. To calculate her two ages, Rita is said to be 36 years old in 2009, subtracting 2009 by 36 and 1973 is her true year of birth. Ackerman is five years older than her, so his date of birth would actually be 1968. Strangely, not only the marriage certificate is wrong, but also the divorce deal.
They married on August 16, 1989, as confirmed on both the marriage certificate and the divorce certificate. However, the newspaper claims that the marriage lasted six months (as Dexter then repeated in his head), but the divorce was finalized on January 6, 1990. That's less than ten days before the
16th, so technically the marriage lasted only four and a half months plus a few days, although on paper it would probably read as five months, not six. Hypocritically, she was angry with Dexter because she didn't share his whole life with her, but she decided to keep quiet about her first marriage. Related
sites Gallery (Flashback) Rita and Dextter's first DateRita's children, Astor and CodyRita watched Dexter go to a TatortRita and Dexter on a DateRita cries during a sad movieDexter feels uncomfortable when Rita kisses himRita finds new home for WalterDexter surprised that Rita wants SexRita noticed
photos of young DexterDexter Rita's abusive husband Rita confronts Dexter about Paul Bennett's shoeArmadillo, which is swept out by DexterRita, listens to Lila on Dexter's answering machineDexter admits that he had sex with Lila WestRita and FBI realizes at Dextter's door Rita that she is
pregnantWedding of Rita and DexterDexter and Rita in the neighborhood barbequeRita Dexter Rita that he is a serial killeradding a photo to this gallery gallery • Darkly Dreaming Dexter, Chapter 10 Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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